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ABSTRACT

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) associated with gravitational wave events are, and will likely continue to
be, viewed at a larger inclination than GRBs without gravitational wave detections. As demonstrated
by the afterglow of GW170817A, this requires an extension of the common GRB afterglow models
which typically assume emission from an on-axis top hat jet. We present a characterization of the
afterglows arising from structured jets, providing a framework covering both successful and choked
jets. We compute new closure relations for structured jets and compare with the established relations
for energy injection and refreshed shock models. The temporal slope before the jet break is found to
be a simple function of the ratio between the viewing angle and e↵ective opening angle of the jet. A
numerical model to calculate synthetic light curves and spectra is publicly available as the open source
Python package afterglowpy.

1. INTRODUCTION

The binary neutron star merger event GW170817A,
followed quickly by the short gamma-ray burst GRB
170817A, provided a new view on gamma-ray burst
(GRB) afterglows (Abbott et al. 2017a,b). Unlike typ-
ical afterglows, which begin bright and decay from de-
tection with a week timescale, GRB 170817A’s non-
thermal emission was undetectable until the first obser-
vation of X-rays nine days after the GRB (Troja et al.
2017). At this point the afterglow began steadily in-
creasing in brightness at all wavelengths for ⇠ 160 days
(Haggard et al. 2017; Hallinan et al. 2017; D’Avanzo
et al. 2018; Lyman et al. 2018; Margutti et al. 2018; Moo-
ley et al. 2018a; Troja et al. 2018a, 2019a). Very long
baseline (VLBI) radio imagery over this period identi-
fied a radio core with an apparent superluminal motion,
indicating the emitting surface was moving at relativis-
tically at an oblique angle towards the Earth (Mooley
et al. 2018b). The emission peaked at 164 days after
the burst and proceeded to sharply decay at a rate t

�2.2

commensurate with other GRB afterglows (Alexander
et al. 2018; Fong et al. 2019; Lamb et al. 2019; Troja
et al. 2019a).
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The lack of early emission, slow rising light curve,
apparent motion of the radio centroid, and sharp de-
cline post-peak are all consistent with emission from a
structured jet, a collimated blast wave with a non-trivial
angular distribution of energy, viewed a moderate an-
gle away from the jet axis (Lamb & Kobayashi 2017;
Alexander et al. 2018; Hotokezaka et al. 2018; Wu &
MacFadyen 2018; Xie et al. 2018; Ghirlanda et al. 2019;
Fong et al. 2019; Lamb et al. 2019; Troja et al. 2019b).
The combined e↵ects of a moderate viewing angle and
angular structure in the jet produce a light curve sig-
nificantly di↵erent from the standard on-axis uniform
“top-hat” jet used extensively in GRB afterglow analy-
sis. Being sources at cosmological distances, GRBs must
typically be observed nearly on-axis or at least within
the original opening angle of the jet (Ryan et al. 2015).
At these small viewing angles lateral structure plays a
sub-dominant role and the ubiquitous top hat jet has
been a su�cient model for most studies. Since the grav-
itational wave signal of a binary neutron star merger
is nearly isotropic, it is expected the majority of fu-
ture GW-GRBs will be viewed at significant inclination
and may have similarly peculiar light curves as GRB
170817A.

A solid theoretical understanding of structured jet af-
terglows, including viewing angle e↵ects, will be required
to make the most use of future GW-GRB observations,
the GRB 170817A dataset, and re-analysis of archival
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STRUCTURED JETS FOR THE MASSES

afterglowpy
The first public and open 
source tool for computing 
afterglow light curves of 
structured jets. 

Python 3 package. 

Easy to use and install!

$ pip install afterglowpy

Initial docs at: https://afterglowpy.readthedocs.io

https://afterglowpy.readthedocs.io/


STRUCTURED JETS FOR THE MASSES

afterglowpy
•Trans-relativistic blast wave model 

•Forward shock synchrotron 
emission 

•Fluxes calibrated to BoxFit

•Several analytic jet structure 
models (top hat, Gaussian, etc) 

•Arbitrary viewing angles 

•Constant density environment, 
wind to come

For all the details 

arXiv: 1909.11691
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STRUCTURED JETS

ALL JETS ARE STRUCTURED JETS
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STRUCTURED JETS

STRUCTURED JETS LOOK DIFFERENT OFF-AXIS



VIEWING ANGLE AND BEAMING

CLASSIC PICTURE: ON-AXIS “TOP HAT” JET       ΘC = 0.2      ΘV = 0
Blastwave is relativistic ⟹ emission is beamed into cone θ = 1/Γ

t3(1-p)/4

t-3p/4

tb ~ θc8/3



VIEWING ANGLE AND BEAMING

SLIGHTLY OFF-AXIS “TOP HAT” JET               ΘC = 0.2      ΘV = 0.1
Observer “sees” leading edge before trailing edge

t3(1-p)/4

t-3p/4

(θc±θv)8/3



VIEWING ANGLE AND BEAMING

COMPLETELY OFF-AXIS “TOP HAT” JET            ΘC = 0.2      ΘV = 0.4
Emission initially beamed away

t3(p-5)/2

t-3p/4

(θv±θc)8/3



GW 170817A

THE AFTERGLOW OF GW170817A WAS NOT A TOP HAT
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STRUCTURED JETS

GAUSSIAN JET                                                 ΘC = 0.1      ΘV = 0.5
Energy gradient compensates for deceleration

t?
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ANATOMY OF A STRUCTURED JET
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ANATOMY OF A STRUCTURED JET

t3(1-2p+g)/(8+g) GW 170817A 
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(for a Gaussian)
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CLOSURE RELATIONS

CLOSURE RELATIONS
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Table 1. Structured jet closure relations: F⌫ / t
↵
obs⌫

�
obs

. The “far-o↵-axis” phase (↵far�o↵�axis) occurs at early times and
only if there is no relativistic material directly in the observer’s line of sight (✓obs > ✓w). The “generic” slope (↵generic)
applies whenever the jet is relativistic, non-spreading, and the observer is within the beaming cone of some part of the
jet (|✓obs � ✓⇤| < �

�1(✓⇤)). The g parameter is positive and depends on the viewing angle ✓obs and the specific structure
profile E(✓). See Equations (29) and (33) for the definition and e↵ective values of g. For a top hat jet g = 0 and for a
Gaussian jet g ⇡ ✓

2

obs/(4✓
2

c ). The s⌦ parameter encodes how the e↵ective angular size of the jet is changing with Lorentz
factor: �⌦ / �

�s⌦ . The “pre-jet break” phase (↵pre) is seen by aligned viewers (✓obs . ✓c) and by early misaligned
viewers if there is high Lorentz factor material in their line of sight. The “structured” phase (↵struct) is seen by misaligned
viewers (✓obs > ✓c), occurs before the jet break, and corresponds to s⌦ ⇡ 1. The “post-jet break” slopes (↵post,1 and
↵post,2) bracket the possible post-jet break behaviour. The first is for a non-spreading jet while the second corresponds
to a jet undergoing exponential spreading and was calculated Sari et al. (1999).

Regime Label ↵far�o↵�axis ↵generic ↵pre ↵struct ↵post,1 ↵post,2 �
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Figure 3. Illustration of possible synchrotron light curves from the forward shock of a structured jet. The specific order of
light curve phases depends on where the viewer sits, ✓obs, relative to the jet half opening angle ✓c and the outer truncation
angle ✓w. A coasting phase, ending at tdec, is assumed to have already completed. Each panel shows a fiducial light curve (solid
blue lines), power law segments t

↵ with slopes from the closure relations in Table 1 (black dashed lines), and representative
break times between each phase of evolution (grey dashed vertical lines). The two dashed lines in the “post-jet break” section
bracket the possible light curve behaviour. The viewing angle ✓obs = 0 rad, 0.2 rad, and 0.4 rad in the left, center, and right
panels respectively. Remaining parameters are shared: ✓c = 0.05 rad, ✓w = 0.3 rad, Eiso = 1053 erg, n0 = 10�3 cm�3, p = 2.2,
"e = 10�1, "B = 10�3, dL = 1028 cm, z = 0.5454.

arXiv:1909.11691
Ryan+ 2019
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DIFFERENT MODELS, DIFFERENT VIEWING ANGLES
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JET BREAK TIMES

JET BREAKS ON AND OFF AXIS
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The jet break tb is the time at which the e↵ective an-
gular size of the jet ceases to increase: s⌦ = 0. For
an on-axis observer of a top hat jet, in the absence of
spreading, this is when the jet edges come into view.
More generally, this is the moment when the blast wave
has su�ciently decelerated that the viewer is within the
beaming cones of its brightest regions. For aligned view-
ers, ✓obs < ✓c, the jet break marks the transition from
pre- to post-jet break phases. For misaligned viewers,
✓obs > ✓c, the jet break marks the transition from struc-
tured to post-jet break phases.

To determine the normalization and scaling for the
observed jet break time tb we computed a grid of after-
glow light curves for Gaussian, b = 2 power law, and
b = 6 power law jets, varying ✓c and ✓obs. We used 11
values each for ✓c between 0.04 rad and 0.40 rad and
✓obs between 0 rad and 1.0 rad. The truncation angle
✓w was set to 10✓c, and all other parameters were fixed.
Each light curve was fit with a smoothly broken power
law F⌫ / (tobs/tb)↵1 [(1 + (tobs/tb)s)/2](↵2�↵1)/s in the
region surrounding the jet break to identify the precise
break time tb.

Figure 8 shows the extracted jet break times from
afterglowpy light curves for several jet structure mod-
els. The left panel shows tb as a function of ✓c for on-axis
(✓obs = 0) viewers, while the right panel shows tb as a
function of ✓obs for 3 particular values of ✓c. The scale
for tb has been normalized by tNR, isolating the varia-
tion due to structure geometry and viewing angle. The
di↵erent structure models show remarkably tight agree-
ment, particularly as ✓obs ! 0. This is primarily due to
the shared definition of ✓c. As ✓obs ! 1 rad the power
law jets show a slight increase relative to the Gaussian
jet, particularly for the larger ✓c.

It has been long established that on-axis viewers ob-
serve the jet break in their frame at a time tb / ✓

8/3

c

(e.g. Rhoads (1999)), while significantly o↵-axis viewers

observe the jet break at tb / ✓
8/3

obs
(Rossi et al. 2002;

Panaitescu & Kumar 2003). More generally, for ini-
tially top hat jets it has been shown the jet break cor-
responds to the far jet edge coming into view, that is
tb / (✓c + ✓obs)8/3 (van Eerten et al. 2010). As ✓c de-
notes the angular size of the bright jet core, once this
time is reached the jet is essentially entirely in view.
Wings of the jet on the far side from the viewer may
still enter the beaming cone, but remain a subdominant
contribution to the bright core within ✓c.

For generic structured jets we find tb(✓c, ✓obs) to show
two modes of behaviour, split by the whether the viewer
is aligned (✓obs < ✓c) or misaligned (✓obs > ✓c). Aligned

viewing shows tb to follow ✓
8/3

c quite strongly with very
little dependence on ✓obs. Misaligned viewing better

tracks with a linear combination (✓obs + c1✓c)8/3. To
determine the precise normalization we fit each regime
with a simple �

2 minimization.
We refer to the jet break time in the aligned case as

tb,in. It is fit by:

tb,in = 1.56 tNR✓
8/3

c
(37)

= 2.95 E
1/3

53
n

�1/3

0

✓
✓c

0.1 rad

◆8/3

days .

The jet break time in the misaligned case is tb,out, and
fit by:

tb,out = 0.180 tNR(✓obs + 1.24 ✓c)
8/3 (38)

= 24.9 E
1/3

53
n

�1/3

0

✓
✓obs + 1.24 ✓c

0.5 rad

◆8/3

days .

A good fit for tb to the full grid of models is obtained
piecewise by switching from tb,in to tb,out at the tran-
sition point ✓obs = 1.01✓c where tb,in = tb,out. That is:

tb =

8
<

:
tb,in ✓obs < 1.01✓c

tb,out ✓obs > 1.01✓c

. (39)

Figure 8 also shows Equation (39) compared to the
measured jet break times. The on-axis relation tb,in fits
very well over the span of ✓c considered, with a mean
fractional error of 5.3%. Over the full ✓c and ✓obs domain
the mean fractional error is 12%, with the largest con-
tributions coming from large viewing angles ✓obs > 0.8
rad.

4.4. Refreshed Shocks — Fast Tails and
Quasi-Spherical Cocoons

An alternative mechanism to produce slow decays or
rises in afterglow light curves is the refreshed shock,
where velocity stratification of the ejecta causes a
prolonged period of energy injection in the afterglow
(Rees & Mészáros 1998; Panaitescu et al. 1998; Sari &
Mészáros 2000). This material may be a tail of fast
outflowing ejecta or ejecta material accelerated through
interaction with a possibly choked jet (e.g. a cocoon)
(Nakar & Piran 2011; Hotokezaka & Piran 2015). Both
scenarios are particularly relevant to afterglows arising
from binary neutron star mergers. In either case, slow
material initially coasting behind the shock is gradu-
ally incorporated into the blast wave as it decelerates,
“refreshing” the shock. This mechanism is a general
scenario for energy injection (Zhang et al. 2006), and
was proposed as the mechanism behind the GW170817A
afterglow in the choked-jet picture (e.g. (Mooley et al.
2018a; Nakar et al. 2018)).
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The jet break tb is the time at which the e↵ective an-
gular size of the jet ceases to increase: s⌦ = 0. For
an on-axis observer of a top hat jet, in the absence of
spreading, this is when the jet edges come into view.
More generally, this is the moment when the blast wave
has su�ciently decelerated that the viewer is within the
beaming cones of its brightest regions. For aligned view-
ers, ✓obs < ✓c, the jet break marks the transition from
pre- to post-jet break phases. For misaligned viewers,
✓obs > ✓c, the jet break marks the transition from struc-
tured to post-jet break phases.

To determine the normalization and scaling for the
observed jet break time tb we computed a grid of after-
glow light curves for Gaussian, b = 2 power law, and
b = 6 power law jets, varying ✓c and ✓obs. We used 11
values each for ✓c between 0.04 rad and 0.40 rad and
✓obs between 0 rad and 1.0 rad. The truncation angle
✓w was set to 10✓c, and all other parameters were fixed.
Each light curve was fit with a smoothly broken power
law F⌫ / (tobs/tb)↵1 [(1 + (tobs/tb)s)/2](↵2�↵1)/s in the
region surrounding the jet break to identify the precise
break time tb.

Figure 8 shows the extracted jet break times from
afterglowpy light curves for several jet structure mod-
els. The left panel shows tb as a function of ✓c for on-axis
(✓obs = 0) viewers, while the right panel shows tb as a
function of ✓obs for 3 particular values of ✓c. The scale
for tb has been normalized by tNR, isolating the varia-
tion due to structure geometry and viewing angle. The
di↵erent structure models show remarkably tight agree-
ment, particularly as ✓obs ! 0. This is primarily due to
the shared definition of ✓c. As ✓obs ! 1 rad the power
law jets show a slight increase relative to the Gaussian
jet, particularly for the larger ✓c.

It has been long established that on-axis viewers ob-
serve the jet break in their frame at a time tb / ✓

8/3

c

(e.g. Rhoads (1999)), while significantly o↵-axis viewers

observe the jet break at tb / ✓
8/3

obs
(Rossi et al. 2002;

Panaitescu & Kumar 2003). More generally, for ini-
tially top hat jets it has been shown the jet break cor-
responds to the far jet edge coming into view, that is
tb / (✓c + ✓obs)8/3 (van Eerten et al. 2010). As ✓c de-
notes the angular size of the bright jet core, once this
time is reached the jet is essentially entirely in view.
Wings of the jet on the far side from the viewer may
still enter the beaming cone, but remain a subdominant
contribution to the bright core within ✓c.

For generic structured jets we find tb(✓c, ✓obs) to show
two modes of behaviour, split by the whether the viewer
is aligned (✓obs < ✓c) or misaligned (✓obs > ✓c). Aligned

viewing shows tb to follow ✓
8/3

c quite strongly with very
little dependence on ✓obs. Misaligned viewing better

tracks with a linear combination (✓obs + c1✓c)8/3. To
determine the precise normalization we fit each regime
with a simple �

2 minimization.
We refer to the jet break time in the aligned case as

tb,in. It is fit by:

tb,in = 1.56 tNR✓
8/3

c
(37)

= 2.95 E
1/3

53
n

�1/3

0

✓
✓c

0.1 rad

◆8/3

days .

The jet break time in the misaligned case is tb,out, and
fit by:

tb,out = 0.180 tNR(✓obs + 1.24 ✓c)
8/3 (38)

= 24.9 E
1/3

53
n

�1/3

0

✓
✓obs + 1.24 ✓c

0.5 rad

◆8/3
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A good fit for tb to the full grid of models is obtained
piecewise by switching from tb,in to tb,out at the tran-
sition point ✓obs = 1.01✓c where tb,in = tb,out. That is:

tb =

8
<

:
tb,in ✓obs < 1.01✓c

tb,out ✓obs > 1.01✓c

. (39)

Figure 8 also shows Equation (39) compared to the
measured jet break times. The on-axis relation tb,in fits
very well over the span of ✓c considered, with a mean
fractional error of 5.3%. Over the full ✓c and ✓obs domain
the mean fractional error is 12%, with the largest con-
tributions coming from large viewing angles ✓obs > 0.8
rad.

4.4. Refreshed Shocks — Fast Tails and
Quasi-Spherical Cocoons

An alternative mechanism to produce slow decays or
rises in afterglow light curves is the refreshed shock,
where velocity stratification of the ejecta causes a
prolonged period of energy injection in the afterglow
(Rees & Mészáros 1998; Panaitescu et al. 1998; Sari &
Mészáros 2000). This material may be a tail of fast
outflowing ejecta or ejecta material accelerated through
interaction with a possibly choked jet (e.g. a cocoon)
(Nakar & Piran 2011; Hotokezaka & Piran 2015). Both
scenarios are particularly relevant to afterglows arising
from binary neutron star mergers. In either case, slow
material initially coasting behind the shock is gradu-
ally incorporated into the blast wave as it decelerates,
“refreshing” the shock. This mechanism is a general
scenario for energy injection (Zhang et al. 2006), and
was proposed as the mechanism behind the GW170817A
afterglow in the choked-jet picture (e.g. (Mooley et al.
2018a; Nakar et al. 2018)).
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STRUCTURED JETS

GEOMETRIC AFTERGLOW PHASES
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GRB 170817A 
INFERRING E(Θ)



GW170817A

FIT DATA WITH MCMC PARAMETER ESTIMATION!
GRB 170817A 
AN OFF-AXIS JET
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GAUSSIAN FIT 
ΘC = 3.4O   
ΘV = 21.7O 

EK = 1050 ERG



MEASURING THE JET STRUCTURE PROFILE

E(Θ) IS DEGENERATE WITH ΘOBS
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MEASURING THE JET STRUCTURE PROFILE

INFERRING E(Θ) FROM A POPULATION
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CONCLUSION

SUMMARY

▸ Viewing an afterglow off-axis reveals angular structure! 

▸ Structured jet afterglow light curves admit simple 
parameterizations, even off-axis. 

▸ Interpretation of light curve is model dependent 

▸ Public numerical model: afterglowpy!
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BACKUP SLIDES



GRB150101B

GRB150101B - A CANDIDATE KILONOVA WITH OFF-AXIS JET

 21 

 

 
 
Figure 3 – X-ray observations of GRB150101B 
Swift observations (top panel) found a single steady X-ray source. Chandra observations (bottom 
panel) revealed the presence of two nearby X-ray sources: a brighter constant source at the location 
of the galaxy nucleus (AGN), and a fainter variable source at the location of the GRB optical 
counterpart. Its X-ray behavior is consistent with a standard power-law decay (dashed line) or a 
rising afterglow from either an off-axis jet (solid line) or a cocoon (dot-dashed line). However, the 
superposition of a constant source with a power-law model violates the early Swift observations. 
These are instead well described by the superposition of a constant source with a late-peaking 
afterglow. Vertical error bars are 1 s. The horizontal grey line shows the average flux level of the 
AGN. 
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GRB 160821B

GRB 160821B - MULTIBAND KILONOVA CANDIDATEA candidate kilonova in GRB160821B 9

Figure 4. Multi-color lightcurves of GRB160821B compared to the standard FS (dashed line) + RS (dot-dashed line) scenario. The FS
model is the best fit to the broadband dataset, whereas the RS is described as a fast fading power-law of slope ≈2 (Kobayashi 2000).
The jet-break time tjet is shown by the thick vertical line. The shaded areas show the 68% unceertainty in the model. Excess emission
at optical and nIR wavelengths is compared with the template kilonova light curves of AT2017gfo (solid line). The redshifted optical
light curve of SN1998bw (dotted line; Galama et al. 1998) is also shown for comparison. Errors are 1σ, downward triangles are 3σ upper
limits. For plotting purposes, optical r and z data were rescaled using the observed colors (Fig. 2) in order to match the F606W and
F110W filters, respectively.

Our analysis also finds evidence for an early blue excess,
although with larger uncertainties. It is suggestive that the
luminosity and timescale of this blue component are consis-
tent with the early optical emission in AT2017gfo (Figure 4,
top right panel). The blue color and early onset require a
larger mass (Mej ≈0.01 M⊙) of lanthanide-poor material,
produced, for example, by the merger remnant.

4.2 Effects of a long-lived NS

The merger of two NSs can lead either to a stellar-
mass BH or to a hypermassive highly magnetized NS
(Giacomazzo & Perna 2013). The latter is thought to sig-
nificantly affect both the kilonova colors and the after-
glow evolution through its continuous energy injection and
strong neutrino irradiation (Kasen et al. 2015; Gao et al.
2015; Lippuner et al. 2017; Radice et al. 2018). Indeed, the
red colors of GW170817/AT2017gfo and its smooth after-
glow light curve, mostly consistent with a standard FS emis-
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GW170817A

AN OFF-AXIS GAUSSIAN JET 
ΘC = 4.5O      ΘV = 30O 

ETOT = 1050 ERG

LIGO:    θv = 28o ± 15o 

(1710.05835)
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GW170817A

AN OFF-AXIS GAUSSIAN JET 
ΘC = 3.4O      ΘV = 21.7O 

ETOT = 1050 ERG

LIGO:    θv = 28o ± 15o 

(1710.05835)

USE LIGO 
AS A PRIOR
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